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ABSTRACT

It is difficult to measure relative corporate real estate asset management performance,
as different organizations require different outputs from their property assets. However,
prior research has identified a number of input factors or dimensions relating to
corporate real estate that tend to occur together in organizations exhibiting high levels
ofperformance. This paper proposes a methodology to combine these input variables
into a single relative measure of corporate real estate asset management performance
using factor analysis. The model on which the measure is based is tested by applying it
/0 data collected in a survey of 457 organizations in New Zealand. The results show
consisLency in response amongst organizations and with prior research in respect ofsix
variables that are important to CREAM performance This leads to the derivation of a
single performance measure that reflects the combined effect ofthese variables.

Keywords: Corporate real estate, asset management, property, performance
measurement, factor analysis, New Zealand

INTRO UCTION

Identifying good performance in a corporate real estate situation is much more difficult
than for traditional "investment" real estate or for the corporate organization as a whole.
In the latter t 0 situations, over II quantitati e output measures such as the internal rate
of return, return on equity, or return on assets, or qualitative assessments, such as
comparison to core business obj ctives or industry benchmarks are relatively easy to
apply.

In contrast, corporate real e tate outputs are usually the intemal inputs to another part of
an overall proc ss. As such, the are likely to be closely tied to the nature of the
organization, may hav no market in which pricing or performance comparisons can be
made and be difficult to measure across a range of differently structured and focused
organizations.

The aim of this paper is to propo e a methodology f I' deriving a holistic measure of
C rporate Real Est te Ass t Management (CREAM) pertl nnance based on the inputs
and process framework proposed b, Gibson (1995a) and others. The model developed
aim to incorporate most of the factors or dimensions f performance that have been
identified as significant in earlier research by Veale (1989) and Pittman and Parker
(1989). Using fact r analysis. the model is then applied to a data set derived fTom
corporate real estate as et managers' responses to a mail surv y 10 se if a single factor
output results. Tests for both consistency of response amongst the survey respondents
and consistency with th results of earlier research overseas are al 0 calTied out.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

B cause of the difficulty in measuring C ~.AM outputs mentioned above, previous
perfom1am:e re earch has fI cused on inputs to, and the pr cess of, corporate real estate
decision-making (Gibson, 1995a). The theory is that if there are better inputs, systems
and proc ss s to deal with real estate. then better decisions more in line with the
organization's overall goals will result

Using this approa 'h, Veale (1989) put forward and tested for significance seven
"'dimensions" amongst chief executive officers, namely;

• the presence of a formal, organized real estate unit,
• the use of manag ment information systems for real estate operations,
• the use of property by property ace unting methods,
• the frequency of reporting real estate information to enior management,
• the exposure of real e tate executives to overall corporate strategy and planning,
• availability of information and methods for evaluating real estate performance and

use,
• the performance of real estate assets relative to overall corporate assets.

A similar type of approach was also adopted by Pittman and Parker (1989). A
"divergence"-based model of CREAM performance resulted in identifying the
following variables as being significant:

• centralized real estate authority,
• a comprehensive computerized corporate real estate inventory,
• senior reporting level,
• having a profit centre structure,
• communication with CRE staff regarding verall c rporate goals.
• having a formal real estate plan,
• real estate staff size relative to real estate assets.

The close similarity of these findings is indicating a high degree of consensus on the
prerequisites tor good CREAM performance. Many f these factors or dimensions have
also been indivi ually examined in m re detail by other authors. or example, the
xistence of and tructure of CREAM units has been studied by Zeckhauser and

Silverman (1982), Hite, ers and Rodgers (1987), Sandford and Hook (1987),
Rutherford and Nourse (1988), Avis, Gibson and Watts (1989), Rutherford and Stone
(1989), Teoh (1992), Kimbl r and Rutherford (1993) plus other authors. The existence
of a CREAM unit has b en found to be significant in ten11S of a company's
performanc , thus reinforcing the notion that acti e management of real estate '11
contribute to the overall success of an organization.

More contro ersial is the eft! ct of structuring the real estat unit as a profit or cost
centre. Beherens (1982) and Plattner and Ferguson (1991) tend to favour the profit
centre alternative as b >ing th most effective, but Rutherford and Stone () 989), Avis,
Gibson and W tts (1989) and Veale (1989) re eal no empirical evidence of a significant
advantage with either a profit centre or cost centre structure.
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1he existence and form of real estate inventories has been studied by Zeckhauser and
Sil erman (1983), Avis, Gibson and Watts (1989), Veale (1988,198), Nourse
(1986,1989, 1994), Gale and Cas (1989), Te h (1992), Apgar (1993) plus others.
Author generally found many organisations had poor or non-existent property
infonn r tion systems, and thos that did were orientated towards accounting rather than
decision-making data.

Vale (1989). Pittman and Parker (1989), Avis, Gibson and Watts (1989), Teoh (1992),
ourse (1994) and other authors have found that communications and working

relationships with management, finance and operating divisions are extremely important
to CREAM performance. The number of I vels away from, and the frequency of contact
with the CEO er used by all the above as me mes of the efficiency and effectiveness
of c mmunication, and found to be significant. Also important to effective
commw1icati n wa the existence of centraJiz d real estate authority, having an
established corporate real estate strategic plan, and regular exposure and input to this
plan by corporate r al estate staff.

Veale (1 8 ), Hurtt (1988), Gale and Case (1989) and Teoh (1992) also examined the
attitude of th chief exe ulive of an organization towards real estate ass ts. Their results
consistently show a positive relationship between chief executive attitud and CREAM
perfonnance as measur d by nth r performan e variables.

The linkage between overall corporate strategy and real estate strategy has been
investigated by many authors including Nourse (1986), L vy and Matz (1987), Avis.
Gibson and Watts (1989), Duckw rth (1993), Nourse and RouJac (1993), Stephens
(1994), Nourse (1994), Gibson (1994,1995) and Apgar (1995). For example, strategic
thinking was rated as the nwnb r one priority skill ~ r the futur by a survey of 1246
general managers by the Institut of Management (Gibson, ] 995b).

(t c n be concluded from the abov research that there is general agreement that
m asuring and comparing REAM perti rrnance across different organizations is
difficult and that an inputs and process approach is usually the only practical option.
There is also consensus on a relatively small number of critical input and pr cess factors
that are important, irrespective of the organi ation and the nature f its activities.

There are other performance measurement techniq ues from outside the corporate real
estate field that could also be applied to some of th issues identified in this research.
Ho ever. in the interests of developing a theoretical thread already proposed in the
CREAM literatme, as ell as drawing comparisons across tjme and between countries,
it was decided to base the research methodology for this study on an approach that had
alre dy been applied to corporate real estate.

RESEARCH MET. OnOLOGY

The aim of this research was to detennjne i a number of previ usly identified important
variables could be combined into a single holistic measure representing overall C AM
performance.

The data to test the model was derived from a mail survey of 457 corporate real estate
executives, fTom a ide rang of commercial and non-profit organizations in ew
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Z aland. Complete official listings of gov mment departm nts, state owned enterprises
(SOEs), energy companies and ten·jtorial local authorities were available, so for these
categories the entire population was surveyed. All the non-investment companies listed
on th New Zealand stock exchange were included, a were the privately owned non
in estment ompanies identified in the government publication "New Zealand's Top
200 Companies". inally, all churches and registered charities with substantial Teal
estate assets were identified and included. The final mailing list had 457 entries and
reI ti e t the number of major property-owning organisations in New Zealand was very
representative.

The questionnaire used as quite comprehensive, as the data collected was to be used
f, r a number f purposes in addition to the subject of this paper. A total of 176
questions and sub-que tions were included under the following sub-h adings: overall
organization. management of r al state assets, individual responsibilities,
communication, information systems, outsour ing and property portfolio characteristics.
1 he questions thems Iv s were based upon interviews with 47 corporate real estate
executives carried ut previou.ly by the author, as well as earlier surveys by Reading
University and eoh (1992). A fully copy ofth urvey can be obtained from th author
on requ 51.

The response rate of 42% was high compared to similar studie. and analysis of n n
respondents indicated the results should be repres ntative. The raw data from the
questionnaires return d was initially checked, cod d and entered into an Excel
spreadsheet. Data from this spreadsheet was then transferred to the SPSS for Windows
version 9 software package for statistical analysis.

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Specifying the Performance Model
As no single characteristic of an organjzation defines its CREAM perfornlance, the
survey asked a number of questions based on the "dimen. ions/factors of performanc "
id ntified by Vale (1989) and Pittman and Parker (1989). Specificall , respondents
self-rat d their organization via answ rs to the following questions spread throughout
th questiotmaire:

Question Number

C3a, M8j
M8a, M8b, M8c
11 h, 12a to Uk
M8k, RSI, M6a to M6g

Cl,C2
Ml
RSh

"Dimension of perfor ance" or
"Performance factor" investigated
Strategic planning for corporate real estate
Attitudes towards and processes D I' managing eRE
Management information sy terns for corporate real est2te
Information and techniques used for RE decis ion
making
Reporting level/frequ ncy
Existence of a separate corporate real estate unit
Cash flo contribution by the corporate real estate unit.

As s( me o' these questions reflected matters of opinion rather than fact (questions in
bold type ab e), a cross-check of the data was carri d out in order to determine
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hether respondents were consistent in their resp nses to muItipl questions addressing
the same perf, rmance issue from a ditIerent perspecti e. l

It was not the objective to increase the number of variables under consideration. Rather.
if consIstency of response could be shown amongst similar questions. then a variable
representing the response to a single "best" question could be used in the specification
of the CREAM performance mod I with increased confidence. If resp nses regarding
the same issue were inconsistent. the situation could be investigated fmther.

Respondents were found to b consistent in their T sponses to almosl all questions
addres ing the same topic. The c rrelati n results and the r tionale for the choice of
each "be t" question are detailed below.

Question C3a asked dire tly "does your organization have a writ/en overall strategic
plan for real estate", whereas uestion M8j addressed the issue Ie s directly by asking
if staff "have regular exposure to and a good understanding of overall organizational
trategy on which to base real estate decisions ". A high correlation was observed

between these questions (a 2-tailed p value of .021 using the Marm-Whitney J test) and
ther for the more specific C3a-- "existence of a written overall strategic plan for real
estate" was adopted for the performance model.

A similar process was applied to attitude-relat d questions M8a, M b, and M8c. Again
the results were as expected, ith highly significant correlations between M8a and M8b
(r= 0.34), M8a and M8c (r= -0.45) and M8b and M8c (r= -0.42).

As a result, the response to question M8a "eRE not considered important be au e your
organisation's core activity is not real estate" was adopted for the CREAM
perfonnance model.

Question lIb asked respondents to s If-rate the overall performance of th ir current
Management Information System (if applicable), whereas Questions I2a to 12k
examined the performance of the respondent's MIS system on individual attributes. The
results showed significant correlations (r value range of 0.1 to 0.51) between answers
on each of the individual attributes and uestion lIb. In addition, the indi idual attribute
sc res were summe to obtain a composite measure for the performance of the CREAM
MIS system-named 12 " Olal". The result of this process was highlv correlated with
IIb (r=0.37).

The above results provided confidence that the response to the more holistic Question
11 b. a rating of the overall performanc f the organizations property database, was fully
representative of the sample and therefore this variable was adopted Ii r the mod I of

REAM performance.

In contrast, comparing individual answ IS to questions-·M6a tilr ugh M6g r lating to
decision-making and questi n R5l- "accounting information being available on
individual propertie ", with the results for the more holistic question M8k-"suJlicient
info/methods available to evaluate peljormance ", identified no significant correlations

I. The statistical tests used were as follows:
For combinations oflwo binary variables--Chi squared
For combinations of binary with ordinal variables-Mann Whitney U-Wi!coxon Rank Sum W
For combinations of two ordinal variables- pearman "orrelation Co-efficients
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(r values rang -0.13 to 0.14). However, a numb r of highly significant correlations
were measured amongst M6a to M6g que tions and between th se questions and the
answers to question R51.

To investigat further, the responses for questions M6a to M6f were summed to create a
new variable M6 total. The rationale was that not all the decision making techniques
identified in the individual sub-questions are appropriate for all organizations, but in
g n ral, those using more of the techniques, more frequently are likely to make better
CREAM decisions. This combination of factors would be reflected in a totalled score.
The result of the analysis wa that the new M6 total variable again did not show a
significant relation hip with the M8k respon e, but was highly correlated with R51.

It was app rent that questi n M8k was Significantly out of step with other question n
decision making processes, which were displaying the expected consistency of respoll 'e.
An examination of the distribution of re ponses to qu stion M8k shows little variation
between options 3, 4 nd 5. This may indicate a problem with th wording of the
question. This propo ition is also supported by the lack of expected correlation between
question M8k and other performance variables, as r ported later in this paper.

Use of R51 as the perfonnance variable was theoretically more defensible than use of the
calculated M6 total variable. as the use of property-by-property accounting methods was
specifi ally identified as a "dimension of performance" by Veale (l 89). Further weight
was lent to this decision by significant correlations between RSI and four of the sev n
M6 sub-questions, as well as the highl I significant correlation with the new M6 total
combined variable.

As a result of the above analysis, the response to question RSI- 'Accounting
information being available on individual properties" as ch sen as the best variabl to
holistically represent corporate real estate information and decision-making processe

Questions C 1 and 2a addressed "reporting lel el and frequency", but the results
highlighted particular problems in using these qu stions in a New Z aland setting, New
Zealand organizations are relati ely small, with few lev Is of management. This meant
there was insufficient differ ntiation within the sample on the basis of organizational
level alone. Ther fore, a refin ment was adopted where "'reporting level" (question el)
was combined with "frequency of hais n" (question C2a) to arrive at a compo sit
measure named "report". Jn subsequent analysis, this n w "report" variable as used,
but thi was not completely sati factory as wiII b discussed later.

The last two questions relating to the performance model, Ml-" existence ~f a
separate 'RE unit" and R5h-"cash flow contribucion by the eRE unit" r fleet d
variables that were matters of fact and unlikely to be misinterpret d, so the results were
included direct! in the CREAM p "rfomlance model.

Checking for Previously Observed Correlations
The next step was to determine if individu I respondents exhibited strong correlati ons
across questions dealing with different aspe ts of CREAM performance, as found by
previous res arch (Veale, 1988, 1989~ Pittman and Parker, 1989). Th hypothesis ~as

that no slatisticaJly significant correlation exist. bet een any of the variables reflecting
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different CREAM perf Iman e tactors or dim nsions of performance established by
earlier research.

The results in Table 1 sho significant associations exist for most combinations of
variables. sup orting earlier r search findings and giving confidence to the theory that
th identified variables may be able Lo be condensed into a single measure of CREAM
performance. As a result, the hypothesis was rejected.

Table 1: Associations Between CREAM Performance Variables *

P values M1- R5h-eash flow C1&C2a-Combined C3a- M8a-eRE not 11b~verall

Existence of a contribution by reporting level and Exi~tence of written considered important performance c
separate CRE unit the CRE unit frequeney ofliaison CRE stratt::->ie plan to organization current MIS

M1-Fxistence of a separate #
Corpontte Real State umt
R5h-eash flow contribution 0.002 #
by the CRE unit
C1&C2a---Combined 0000 0.706 #
reponing level and frequency
of liaison
C3a-Existence of written 0.000 0.000 0.003 #
eRE strategic plan
M8a-eR considered not 0.000 0.049 0.563 0.000 #
important to organization
11 b--Overall performance of 0.000 0.004 0.039 0.000 0.000 #
current MIS
M8k-Availabillty of info/ 0.631 0953 0.317 0.389 0.005 0.128
methods for evaluatino eRE

* ells highlighted show relationships significant at the 5% level

However, th correlations for variables reflecting reporting level/frequenc ) (Report) and
information availability/decision-making methods (M8k) were not so strong, and so
investigation into these variables was carried further.

In respect of the Report variable. it was considered that the 17 level categori ati n used
relative to the five or six categories u ed for many of the other variables might b
responsible for the lack of correlation. It w s also noted that in using 17 levels, the
distribution was very heavily skewed towards the lower end of th scale; again the result
of small organizational ize in New Zealand and thus close relationships el isting with
the CEO.

To address these pr blems of combining 17 levels to 6 categories created a new
variable. Th same analysi wa' then carried out using the newly created Combined
Report variable inst ad of the original Report variable. A comparison of the results is
shown in Table 2 and while many of the results improved slightly, the differences were
n t large and half the p rformance variables still sh wed no significant relationship with
Combined Report.
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Tahle 2: Report (17 level) and Combined Report (6 level) Rc ults Comparison ><

P values M1- R5h- C3a- MBa-CRE not 11b- MBk- M6-Total R51-AcCDunling
Exi ·tence of a Cash flow Existence of considered Overall Availability of decision info available on
separate CRE contribution written CRE Important to performance of info/ -making individual

umt by the CRE strategic plan orgamzation of current methods for scores propenies
unit MIS evaluating

CRE
C 1&C2a-Combined 0.000 0.706 0.003 0.563 0.039 0.317 0.299 0.006
reportmg level and frequency
of liaison (17 level)
Combined Report 0.000 0.592 0.001 0512 0.023 0.574 0.148 0.001
(6 level)

* Cells highlighted show relationships ignificant at the 5% level

It wa concluded that due to organizations having few 1 vels in New Zealand. and
corporate real estate people reporting at higher level as a result, the reporting Ie el
factor in CREAM P rforrnance mao be relatively insignificant here compared to
overseas research. Therefore. in the interests of simplicity, reporting level/frequeIJcy
could potentially be excluded from the model of CREAM performance in New Z aland.
This aspect will b considered further in the factor analysis stage of this research.

In respect of the other variable showing weak correlati n within organisati ns surveyed
(M8k-Availability of infol methods for evaluating CRE), a preliminary assessment 'Was
made earlier that R51-"Accounting information available on individual properties" 'Was
the b st information/decision making process ariable to include in the perf! rmance
model. In order to further test this choice, correlations were calculated between all the
other components of the performance model and the three d cis·on-making variables.

The results are shown in Table 3 and indicate that R51-"Accounting informacion
available on individual properties" is highl correlated with the other six performance
variables. M6 ''TofUl'' is slightly WOL e, but both are significantly better than M81<
, Availability of infulmeth d. for evaluating CREAM", again supporting the rejection of
this variable as a significant performance factor.

As R51 had the strong r associations and it was theoretically more ju tifiable to use this
variable than the calculated lariable M6 "Tota!", a final d cision was arrived at to use
the R51 "Accounting information available on individual properties" in the final model
of CREAM performance.

Table 3: Associations n twe n Decision Making VariahIes and Other Performance
Variables *

P value M1-Fxistence R5h-eash C1&C2a- C3a- M8a-eRE not 11 b--Overall M8k-Availability
of a separate flow Combined reponing Existence of considered performance of of info! methods for

CRE unit contribution by level and frequency written RJ:. important to current MIS evaluating eRF
the CRE unit of liaison strategic plan organization

R51--Accounting 0.000 0000 0.006 0.020 0.003 0.020 0.170
infonnation available
on individual
properties
M6-Total of decision 0.003 0000 0.299 0.076 0.037 0.003 0.] 75
. mak ing score,
M8k-Availabilityof 0.631 0.953 0.317 0389 0.005 0.128 #
info/l11cthods for
eval uatin~ CRE

* Cells highlighted show relationships significant at the 5% I vel
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Applying Factor Analysis to the Data
The last stage was to apply principal components analysis in an attempt to distil the
chosen variables listed below representing factors" and "dimensionsof perfonnance"
down to a single composite r lati e performance measure for CR AM. The null
hypothesis reflecting this process is that no single factor measure can be derived that
adequately represents the combinati n of multiple CREAM perfonnance factors or
dimensions fperformance established by earlier research. he variables were:

C3ASPLA
COMBREP
llBMIS
MIUNIT
M8ATTUD
RSHCFLO
R5LAClN

= Exi tenee of written CRE strategic plan
= Combined reporting level and frequency of liaison
= The overall perfonnance of current MIS system
=Existence of a separate corporate r al e tate unit
=CRE considered important to organization
= Cash flow contribution by the corporate real state unit
= Accounting infonnati n available on individual properties.

This analysis resulted in two factors being extracted, but the relative contribution of
each of the s ven variables to the two factors was very differ nt (for detailed results, see
Appendix 1). For Factor J. the contribution of all variabl s is relat.ively even, but for
I-actor 2, the contribution is primarily from COMBR P (Combined Report). Factor 1
explained 35.1 % f ariation and Factor 2 explained 14.4% of variation.

The Combined Report (COMBREP) variable was also associated with inconsistent
results in the correlation analysis section ofthis study. The highly skewed distribution of
the Combined Report data reflects the small number of levels typical in 'ew Zealand
organizations and it was proposed that reporting level might be a relativel insignificant
factor in CREAM performance in this context. The above results seem to confirm this
proposition, with the Combined Report variable again significantly out of step, so th
factor analysis wa re-run with the Combined Report variable dieted.

Using si . variables shows a much-improved result, with only one factor extracted and
the contribution from all variables quite even. The one factor accounted for 39% of the
variation (for detailed results, see Appendix 1).

In light of the above result, the earlier lack of correlation with other variables and the
shape of the response distribution, it was decided that in a New Zealand cont xt.
rep0l1ing level was a factor or dimension of performance of r latively minor
significance in the assessment of th perfonnance level of CREAM.

As a result, the hypothesis was rejected and a model of CREAM performance including
the folloy ing six variables adopted:

I 3/\
2 Ml
311B
4 R5H
5 M8A
6R5L

Exist n e of a strategic plan for corporate real estate
Existence of a separate corporate real estate unit
High performing corporate real estate management information system
Contribution of cash f1 w from COTporate real estate assets
Corporate real estate considered imponant to the organization
Accounting information available on individual properties.
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Inputting these ariabl s into factor analy is applied to the 193 sur ey responses
resulted in a single factor score repres nting overall CREAM performance being
associated with each of the respondent organizations. This will facilitate the future
investigation of a nwnber of issues related to "REAM performance.

CO CLU 10

l'here was generally a high degr e of consistency of response amongst organizati ns to
the multiple questi ns addressing individual REAM performance issues. This meant
that resp nses from a single "best"' question could be relied upon for inclusion in the
CREAM performance model. greatly simplifying iL deri ation and application. Also.
the model arrived at encap u1ated most of the dimensions of perfOlmance identifi d by
earlier re earchers. Any inconsistencies in respons were investigated further, and
feasible explanations for such re ults arrived at.

The consistency of respondents means that future application of the CREA
p rformance model should not be overly sensitive to questionnaire design. In additi n,
the fa t that a relatively simple model encapsulates much f the v riabil ity amongst a

ide variety of organisations means a much short r survey than us d in this research
may be all that is required in futur to ass ss CF AM performanc using the model
dev loped.

As found in earlier studies. statistically significant correlations were observed amongst
almost all of th individual performance variables. This means that, while no single

ariable can be said to definitive! indicate an organization's CREAM p rforman , a
,mall group of variables tend to occur together and provide a strong indication of
performance. This lent further support to the concept of d riving from survey data. a
single composite p rfoffiance factor reflective of the overall CREAM performance of
each surveyed organization. The e findings may also indicate that an organisation needs
to progress the manag ment of its real estate assets on a number f different fronts in
parallel. For example, an improvement in the stat of its MIS may not yield the expected
results if corre 'ponding improvements in organisational structure, decision-making
processes. strategic planning and corporate ttitude are not carried out.

As a final step, factor analysis was applied and was successful in extracting a single
fa tor representing the combined impact of six of the seven factors or dimensions of
CREAM perfonnanc established by earli r r s arch. Tbe single factor that presented
anal 'sis problems in this process was also found to generate problems in other forms of
analysis, and an adequate explanation for this sihlati n in a New Zealand context was
arrived at. As a result. a simple mod I of orporate Real Estate Asset Management
Performance had been developed.

'uch a singular measure f CREAM perfonnance has not pr viously been identified and
is a signifi ant contribution, prim ril. in that i1 fa ilitates the investigation of a wide
range of other CREAM issues. Thes could include the impact on CREAM performance
on organisational restructuring. outsourcing or enhancement of an individual as et
manager's edu ation or experienc . In addition, the identifi ation of organisations
exhibiting a high level of CREAM perf; ffilance rna facilitate their use as exemplars,
for b nchmarking exercises or an increased focus on the key performance fact rs
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idcntifi~d, rather than ad hoc and uncoordinated eff0l1s at impro ing CREAM
perfOlmance.

A limitation of this research was that it was based on findings and techniques derived
from the limited range of previous studies carried out in the corporate real estate fi Id. If
a broader range of literature from the general management area was reviewed. in
particular in respect of strategic planning, decision-making and perfonnance
measuremem, it is likely that other performance models that could equally be applied
would be identified.

CREAM is a relatively new area of study and. combined witl1 the lack of professional
qualificati ns of urvey respondents, a wide range in th level of understanding of
concepts and terminology was Jikely This may hav impacted on the responses.

As with all surveys of this kind, the results dep nd on the respondent accurat ly and
han stly reporting and interpreting the situation under study. In this case, a large number
of the questions required statements of opinion rather than fact and, although important
questions ere cross checked for consistency of response. it is still likcl that some
respondents misrepresent d the situati n applying in their organization for a variety of
reasons. In addition, as only a single individual within each organization was surveyed,
their opinion of corporate issues may differ from that of others, and a distorted picture
result.

The survey wa~ carried out only in ew Zealand at a particular point in tim and the
findings may not reflect the situation in a different p ace and/or at a different time. The
sample size \ as relativel large and the respons rate high compared to some similar
studies, so the results should be reasonably representative of the New Zealand situation.
However, central government and t rritorial local authorities repres nted large sub
groups with a high response rate, so an enhancement of the research would be to
compensate for this effect and see if the results were affected. There is also potential for
non-response bias, and although the types of organizations not responding were similar
to those that did, they may ha e held a significantly di fferent set of opinions.

The development of the above model of CREAM perfi rmance has opened up a wealth
of future research opportunities. For example, the relationship b ten CREAM
perfurmance and organi ational characteristi s such as ownership structure, core
business, size of the organisation, degree of organisational restructuring, qualifications
and responsibilities of management, extent of outsourcing and C -AM stage of
de lopment. A number of th se are already underway and will be the subject of
forthcoming papers.

Other potential research questions include the following. Do people holding different
po itions within organizations have the _ame perception of the factors influencing
CREAM performance? Are respondent ratings of situations in their own organizations
accurate or is bias evident? Is there' con-elation between an individual's subjective
assessm nt of the level of CREAM performance in their organization and the CREAM
perfollllance measure arrived at for that organi tion using the process developed in this
study')
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APPENDIX
Factor Analysi 1 Pairwise deletion of cases with missing values

Cumulative %
35. [

49.5
63.2
74.5
842
92.4
100.0

%of Variation
35.1
14.4
[3.7
113
9.6
8.2
7.6

J::iRcovalue
2.45772
1.00637
.95982
79381

.67507
.57700
.53021

fHctor
I
2
3
4

5
6
7

ommunlilirv
1.00000 .

100000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
J .00000
1.00000

tnill:11 Statistics:
\'wrillblc
CJ;\~PLA

C MBReP
[IBMIS
l[lINlr

M8ATTI f)

R5HCFLO
RSLACIN
PC extracted 2 factors.

Factor !\latrix;

MllJNIT
C3ASPLA
IIBMIS
R5LA IN
R5HCFI.O
M8A/TUD
COMBREP

Factor I
.70512
.69044
.6[572
.56312
.54176
53642

.4542

f'aclor 2
.21076
.03601

-.09977
-07656
-.4019[
-3380

.79261

Final, tatistics;
Variable
("3ASPLA
COMBREP
[IBMIS
MIlJNIT
M8ATTUD
R5HCILO
R5LACIN

Commonality
.47800
83458
38906
.54\6\
44283
.45503
32297

Factor
I
2

Eigenvalue
2.4577::'
1.00637

%"rVarl lion
351
14.4

Cumuilltive %
351
49.5

Cumulative %
38.8
54.8
68.1
798
90.7
100.0

%or lIriRtiun
.38.8
16.0
13.3
117
J09
9.3

igenvalue
232635
.96008
.79976
70263
65312
55805

Factor
I
2
3
4
5
6

Communality
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
[ .00000
1.00000
1.00000

Factor Analysis 2 Pairwise deletion of cases with missing val lies

Initiul Statistics:
Variable
C3;\SPI.A
IIBMIS
MIUNIT
M8ATTUD
RSHCnO
R5LACIN
PC extracted [ factors.

I· ctor latrix:
Factor I

CJASPLA68965
MJUNIT .6857[
IIBMI~ .62768
R5HCFL058286
M8ATl D .57547
R5LACI .56183

linal Statistics;
Variable
O. SPLA
[IBMIS
M Ilf.\JIT
M8ATTUD
R5HCFLO
RSIAC!

Communality

.4 7561 •
39398 •
.47020'
.33117 •

.33972 •

.31565 •

f Mctor
I

Eigell~alu~

2.32635
%ur V'lrialion

388
.1llTlulativc %

388
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